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The Bellevue-Santa Fe Charter School SciTechatorium needs a new educational exhibit for its K-6th grade 
students. The exhibit must be safe, engaging, and exciting for the students to use, and will ideally introduce 
students to the topics of Science, Mathematics, Engineering, Art, and Technology (STEAM) concepts. The 
team has investigated some of the most popular science museums from around the nation, as well as several 
popular children’s educational toys. This research revealed a need for hands on, focused exhibits to provide 
an effective educational experience. Many of our favorite existing exhibits give students an opportunity to 
fail in a safe way, providing them with their first taste of engineering ideation. This document covers the 
investigation into the background of the issue, attempts to define boundaries for the issue, and provides a 
preliminary roadmap for the project’s success. Quantifiable specifications are provided for benchmarking 
and evaluation of potential ideas. After the initial definitions and research, the team plans to begin the 
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The emphasis and inspiration for this project is Bellevue-Santa Fe Charter School's (BSFCS) motto, 
“what we learn with pleasure, we never forget.” This methodology led pioneering educators to develop a 
space full of fun, interactive exhibits for the K-6th graders that attend Bellevue to explore concepts related 
to science, technology, engineering, art, and math (STEAM). Since its conception, the SciTechatorium has 
been a place where the future’s bright minds go to learn, explore, and create. The senior project team tasked 
with creating another exhibit to develop these minds plans to carry out the same mission.  
The sponsor of this project is Christian Strauli, an educator at BSFCS, who runs the SciTechatorium 
and teaches life science through planting, nurturing, and harvesting crops in Bellevue’s Garden. During 
meetings with the senior project group, he described a need for a new hands-on learning experience to 
expand the current exhibition and deepen the knowledge that students can gain from the SciTechatorium. 
He used the expression “a mile wide and an inch deep” to describe the way that the senior project could be 
most effective. At the age that the primary users of the exhibit will be, between 5-12 years old, learning 
every detail or facet of a topic is not necessary, nor is it effective. Instead, the aim of the senior project will 
be to cover the most high-level details of a subject through accessible, easy to understand projects that they 
can use to explore the topic.  
The following report is meant to give the reader insight into the engineering design and analysis 
the team conducted to produce their exhibit. Completed research will be presented to give the reader 
perspective of existing products, the needs and wants of the customer(s), and more rigorously define the 
limits of the work done in this project. This report will first document the research completed surrounding 
current products, existing exhibits, patents, and assorted technical research in the Background section. The 
following Objective section will introduce the problem statement outlining some specifics of the project, 
discuss the needs and wants of the sponsor and customer(s), comment on insights gained through the 
Quality House of Function, and further define specifications. The Concept Design section outlines the 
team’s initial solution to the design challenge while the Final Design section outlines their final chosen 
design. The Manufacturing Plan section details how the team will build and assemble their exhibit. The 
Design Verification Plan section outlines the tests the team will conduct to ensure their design meets their 
specifications. In the Project Management section, team roles are defined, a timeline and Gantt chart are 
introduced, and the most important deliverables and deadlines are discussed. Finally, the team summarizes 




2.0 Background  
2.1 Technical Research 
The research done so far has been focused on competing products: what works well for them? 
Which aspects of these products should be utilized and built on in the final product built by the senior 
project team? How do these products serve their intended audience of school children? In the quest for 
answers to these questions, the team has conducted research into technical, peer-reviewed journals to get 
expert insight.  
To begin, the team looked for journals on child development and how children learn, specifically 
in the case of tactile/interactive learning. It has been determined that Interactive Learning Objects (ILOs) 
are most effective when they are reusable, flexible, customizable, modular, durable, easy to use, and provide 
quality content (17). These characteristics provide structure for the team to evaluate any competitive 
products and original ideas. 
Another trend seen in the research done is that a display being interactive or fun doesn’t necessarily 
mean it is educational- there needs to be an educational goal in mind when designing a tool that assists 
students in learning in order for any learning to take place (11). In the same way, the value of an educational 
toy or product does not necessarily have to do with the value of the materials it is made of- an article by 
Musah William proves this with the example of low cost, and yet incredibly effective, hands-on educational 
toys made in Ghana (18).  
The last bit of research found the groups of students that have remained underrepresented and 
improvements that can be made to “Field Trip” experiences. Not only did this help us frame the needs of 
customers, but it also added much-needed insight into the groups who would be, arguably, some of the most 
important consumers of the product. Since the goal of this project is to create a space for kids to explore 
STEAM concepts, the team must be especially conscious of including resources for those who may not 
have access to them otherwise or are historically left out of the customer pool for popular STEAM-themed 
toys and learning products (14). These groups include younger students, and other underrepresented groups 
(11).  Finally, the team learned that connecting in class concepts to the “in field” exhibits greatly increases 
the learning experience for students (16). Ideally, the product will interface well with existing lesson plans 
in Mr. Strauli’s classroom. 
2.2 Patents 
The team researched patents to broaden the horizons for ideation. First, we have US patent 
US5165580A, Optical Illusion Water Display Device, where precisely timed strobe lights go off to make 
water drops appear to fall in slow motion (20).  This is a great example of breaking frequency down into 
an easy-to-understand display. Next is US7244163B2, Toy Car Kit, this simple toy gives users a firsthand 
view of its primary function (2). The exposed workings of the car allow users to see how power is 
transferred to the wheels, and how wiring is set up on the car. Similarly, US patent US6358112 B1, Toy 
vehicle trackway set having vehicle snatching toy figure, is an interactive toy racecar track with a figure 
that will grab the toy car off the racetrack as it completes a loop (9). While not strictly rooted in education, 
this patent is an example of a modular and interactive toy that allows students to play with inertia and 
potential energy. Next, we looked at US patent US20100248201A1, Inflatable exhibit of a human heart 




insight on larger-than-life interactive displays. Finally, we reviewed US patent US20140370478, Molecular 
Modeling Kit, a science kit commonly used in classrooms to teach about molecular structures (19). This kit 
gives students a hands-on way to deal with the complicated geometry and chemistry involved in studying 
molecular structures. 
2.3 Existing Products  
Every member of the team researched exhibits they found exciting in the nation’s most visited 
children’s museums. This was done to generate enthusiasm for the project, gather background information, 
and aid in ideation for the project. From the San Francisco Exploratorium, the group resonated with the 
Colored Shadows, Marble Machines and Sound Pin Ball. These exhibits were all highly interactive, 
allowing users to dance (5), build racecourses (15), and even make rudimentary music (15). Additionally, 
these exhibits showed the robust construction needed to handle the heavy traffic in a popular science 
museum. The Colored Shadows tackled this issue by keeping users away from sensitive equipment, and the 
hands-on Marble Machines were constructed from robust, simple materials and shapes seen in Figure 1. 
Another exhibit that the team really enjoyed was the Beyond Spaceship Earth exhibit at the Children's 
Museum Indianapolis. This exhibit is a walk-in, fully immersive exhibit covered with vibrant colors and 
filled with great décor. The Dino Detective exhibit at the Children’s Museum of New Hampshire showed a 
great example of hands-on education with an interactive topographic sandbox map (6). 
 
Figure 1. An image depicting hands on design in the “Marble Machines”  
exhibit at the San Francisco Exploratorium. 
 
In addition to science museums, the team also reviewed several at home educational toys like the 
Keva Planks, rudimentary building blocks to make primitive, fastener free bridges (13). Revolution 
Robotics provides a comprehensive robotics kit to prime students on the basics of coding and robotics (10). 
The kit takes the topics of mechatronics and coding, and packages them in a way that is easy for kids to get 
into with weekly updating challenges. 4M Kidz has a similar toy that allows students to use household items 
and create a miniature cable car (1). The at-home products allowed students to get a much more in depth, 
hands on experience than we will likely be able to deliver in the museum, but the aspects such as rotating 
challenges and upcycled items have been noted. 
Lastly, the team consulted a few non-technical sources to help gather context. Yelp reviews of the 
Exploratorium provide firsthand insight (albeit with confirmation bias) into what makes a successful trip to 
the science museum, including display variety, group and individual accessibility, and hands on activity 




explore physics concepts with household supplies (7). Finally, the team reviewed a video of a functional 
LEGO submarine on YouTube, demonstrating the extremes that can be taken to get students stoked on 
learning (4). 
 
 2.4 Synthesis 
 
The outcome of this project is expected to be a physical product (exhibit, signage, etc.) that can be 
displayed and used in the Bellevue SciTechatorium by the end of Spring Quarter 2021. Given current 
COVID-19 guidelines and the status of the on-campus machine shops (open for very limited use as needed), 
making a physical product might not be feasible, in which case the group will outline the process followed 
to create a physical exhibit in the future.  
3.0 Objectives  
3.1 Problem Statement 
 
The Bellevue-Santa Fe Charter School’s SciTechatorium needs a new way to engage K-6 
students in STEAM related concepts. Our solution needs to complement existing exhibits yet still bring 
something different to the table. It needs to engage users with learning experiences that are fun, 
interactive, and eye-opening. As the Bellevue motto goes, “what we learn with pleasure, we never forget.” 
We will provide an exhibit in the geometry and size available in the current SciTechatorium room 
at Bellevue Charter School.  Because young students will be using this exhibit, we will avoid pinch points 
and other sources of injury that could arise with this curious age group. In addition to this, the exhibit will 
need to be durable as multiple classes will filter through this exhibit throughout each day, as well as it will 
be inviting and draw enough attention to the eye to bring students in. This display will need to be built by 
the F24 senior project group so it will need to be simple enough to manufacture while still providing the 
wow factor to students and their parents. The team has included a boundary sketch in Appendix C. 
3.2 Customer Needs and Wants 
After doing research into the current market, the customers that the team will be designing for, and 
meeting with the sponsor of the project, the following needs and wants have been identified. The needs 
listed on the House of Quality in Appendix A are as follows: Interactive, Engages all students, Safe, Fun, 
Reusable, Doesn’t encourage screen time, Durable/sturdy, Educational, and Easy to understand/intuitive. 
Some of these are self-explanatory, but to explain the need for minimized screen time, when meeting with 
the sponsor the team asked questions about the needs of parents, who are more of a secondary market but 
still sway the opinion and receival of the project because of their monetary support to BSFCS. Their goal 
is to get the students away from the screens of phones, computers, iPads, etc. that are so prevalent in daily 
life already, in the hopes that they will engage with and learn from the things around them. In the same 
meeting, the need for a robust design was brought up, given the sometimes-aggressive nature of children 
using toys and interactive pieces with abandon. The ease of understanding is important because of the nature 
that current SciTechatorium exhibits are used- many students come in to use them at lunch, when the 




The wants listed on the House of Quality in Appendix A are as follows: Can bring into class, Any 
parts are easily replaced, Cheap, Able to manufacture in Cal Poly shops, Follows COVID-19 guidelines, 
and Not messy. The exhibit would ideally be able to be transported to the classroom, but it is not strictly 
necessary. In addition, the budget should be as small as possible, including the cost and accessibility of 
replacement parts, if needed, but the information the team has received so far indicate a budget that can 
expand if necessary. In the same way, it would be nice to make the project as a team, but if that is not 
feasible, parts and labor can be outsourced. Following COVID-19 guidelines is also a want rather than a 
need because the team would like to make something that could be used both under current CDC guidelines, 
but may also be used ‘as normal’.  
3.3 House of Quality Insights 
After completing the House of Quality in Appendix A, the team was able to glean some important 
information about the dependencies of different specifications, insights into tests that could be performed 
for design verification, and a sense of which customer needs and wants would be most prevalent in choosing 
a design. Many of the specifications set forth in the House of Quality work together, or do not have any 
overlap. This is helpful insight, since the group can focus on achieving the target value for almost all the 
specifications without having to consider the optimization of two of more specifications that work against 
one another. There are only three specifications that work against each other for this project, because as 
material durability and passing the maximum use case test (that is, making sure the design will hold up to 
the most rigorous single use that could be expected) are achieved, cost does increase. This is the only case 
where the team will need to consider compromising on one specification to achieve another, and these 
specifications will be focused on together to optimize as many as possible.  
3.4 Specifications Table and Discussion 
Table 1 Contains the Specification Table created from the Quality House of Design. The 
Specification Table defines our parameters, their requirements, tolerances, evaluations, and risks. The 
requirements have been determined based on information gathered from competing products. The 
tolerances are given based on our best approximations, although due to the open-ended nature of the project 
the requirements and tolerances may need adjustment. The legend for risk is broken down as: 
 H-High, L-Low, M-Medium 
Compliance defines how each parameter will be tested. Test (T) implies a parameter will be 
evaluated based on its performance in a repeatable test. Analysis (A) is a verification done with engineering 
tools and software, such as FEA or EES. Similarity (S) entails parameter verification by comparison to an 








Table 1.  Engineering specifications table. 
Spec 
# 
Parameter Description Requirements or Target Tolerance Risk Complian
ce 
1 Cost <$1500 Max. M A 
2 Material Durability Designed for heavy lifetime use ± 5 years M A, T, S, I 
3 Max Use Case Test Passes 99 percentile use case Min. M A, S 
4 Instructor Explanation 
Length 
<5 min Max. L A, T, I 
5 Completed During Lunch <1 hour Max. M T, S 
6 Explained by 6th grade 
‘docents’ 
<10 min Max. M T, S 
7 Fits through a doorway ≤ 80” tall by 36” wide Max. M T, A,  
8 Number of Clarifying 
Questions 
≤ 5 Max. M A, T 
9 Number of positive 
survey results 
≤ 80% Max. H T 
10 Amount of hands-on time >95% of use time Min. H T, S, I 
11 Amount of screen time 0 minutes Max. L A, T, I 
12 Cost of 
upkeep/maintenance 
≤ $25/year Max. H A 
13 Easy sanitation, No close 
contact 
No porous interactive surfaces Max. H S, I, A 
14 Number of possible 
hazards 
0 hazards Max. M A, S, T 
15 Time to clean up ≤ 5 min Max. L T, I,  
16 Amount of outsourced 
parts 
≤ 5 components Max. L A 
 
Descriptions of each of the parameters are as follows: 
1. Cost will be estimated with proposed materials on the market and added up in an excel sheet. 
2. Material Durability will be tested through weight tests, finding maximum weight before failure.  
Additionally, researching similarity to existing designs and finding the durability of similarly made 
products.   
3. Max use case test will need to pass 99 percentile use case for each component. 
4. Instructor Explanation Length will be evaluated by scripting various possible explanations and 
taking the average time.  No explanation should be longer than five minutes. 
5. The activity will be tested and performed by student volunteers to measure and make sure the 
duration does not exceed that of the school’s lunch period. 
6. We will have a few 6th graders explain the exhibit and adjust accordingly to make sure that the 
explanation does not exceed ten minutes. 
7. The design simply will not be built larger than 80” tall by 36” wide. 
8. Number of clarifying questions will be averaged from testing the final product on k-6 students as 
well as some older volunteers. 
9. A survey will be conducted to those who try out the exhibit through SurveyMonkey. 




11. Amount of screen time will be kept to a minimum of 0 minutes by simply not having screens in the 
exhibit. 
12. Cost of upkeep will be analyzed using the same Excel sheet as #1 and comparison to similar existing 
designs. 
13. Easy sanitation will be tested by similar designs, analyzing cleaning capabilities of materials used 
and testing prototypes. 
14. Number of hazards will be kept to zero by testing, analysis, and researching existing similar 
products. 
15. Time to clean up will be tested by cleaning prototypes and timing users. 
16. Number of outsourced parts will be kept to a minimum by making sure of this in the earlier design 
phases.  
4.0 Concept Design 
 
Selection of a final concept design resulted from an extensive creative process that lasted over three 
weeks. Using multiple ideation techniques, such as group brainstorming sessions, rapid prototyping, and 
functional decomposition, the team was able to select their top concept. Analysis of the resulting designs 
from ideation was also employed to ensure the best concept was chosen. Multiple matrix analyses were 
used to produce quantitative evidence to confirm their final concept selection and better clarify and 
communicate their design.  
 
 
Figure 2. Front and rear view of prototype guitar exhibit. 2A) shows display side of guitar. 2B) shows 
interactive tuning mechanism prototype. 
4.1 Concept Development, Ideation, and Function Concept Prototypes 
The first step of the team’s concept design development was functional decomposition (see 
Appendix D). During this process, all the functions needed to solve the design challenge were defined. Due 
to the open-ended nature of the design prompt, most functions served not as concrete requirements, but 





After functional decomposition, the team held ideation sessions consisting of six (6) two-minute 
rounds during which each team member wrote down as many ideas as possible for each function. These 
ideas could be system-level, pertain to features, or suggest certain inclusions/exclusions to designs based 
on the function. Choosing from the ideas generated during these sessions, and to generate more concepts, 
the team engaged in small scale rapid prototyping to further communicate their ideas (see Appendix E). 
Finally, these ideas were evaluated using matrix diagrams, and a final concept was chosen.   
4.2 Pugh, Morphological and Weighted Decision Matrices 
The team employed matrix diagrams to help them quantitatively judge their concept designs, select 
the objectively best design, and clarify concept functions. These matrices were especially important because 
they allowed the direct comparison of ideas and gave each a score that could be referenced as justification.    
4.2.1 Pugh Matrices and Concept Sketches 
 
Pugh Matrices are used to select ideas that best meet the customer’s requirements by comparing 
current ideas produced through ideation to one concept that had been deemed the datum. The customer 
needs and wants can be ranked for each device as being better, worse, the same, or not comparable to that 
of the datum. The Pugh matrices were constructed by each member and analyzed to choose promising 
designs by tallying the number of criteria that scored higher than the datum for each concept (see Appendix 
F). This form of analysis is especially helpful because of the direct comparison to a baseline- this will make 
certain designs that score better than the datum on multiple criteria stands out, while acknowledging the 
downfalls of each design that is illustrated by ‘lower than datum’ scores. 
The concept sketches shown below in Figure 3 through Figure 7 are of the designs that stood out 
due to improvement over the datum in several categories. This led the team to further develop each of these 
ideas for further consideration. Thus, each sketch is slightly more detailed than initial sketches from the 
ideation process. The final four designs were the two components of what later became the ‘Band Set’ 
exhibit (the expanding drums and walk-in guitar), the marble machines concept, an adjustable wave table, 
and a design dubbed the constellation closet, which would teach users about the stars and constellations, 
and their use in ancient navigation.   
 
Figure 3. Concept sketch of expanding drums. Users 
manipulate tension in the drum skin to explore sound.                       
Figure 4. Concept sketch of walk-in guitar. Users 






Figure 5. Concept Sketch of the Marble Machines. 




Figure 7. Concept sketch of constellation closet. Users get the opportunity  
to manipulate star maps. Changeable star maps for seasons and hemispheres. 
 
4.2.2 Weighted Decision Matrix 
  
This weighted decision matrix was the most influential tool that the group used when determining 
a final concept (see Appendix G). The team decided weights for each criterion and then used member’s 
individual evaluations of each concept to produce a total score for each design. Because some of the criteria 
were broad enough to allow different interpretations, responding as individuals and combining the scores 
was the best way for the group to perform a critique of the concepts. Through this process, the team was 
able to produce quantitative evidence in support of concepts that they believed were best. The team 
proposed the top four ideas to their sponsor during a meeting, and no preference was indicated. Since all 
ideas were well received, the decided on a final concept after seeing the space that the exhibit would be a 
part of, considering the feasibility of each design, and considering which project would be the most 
engaging- not only for the children, but for the team as a design challenge. Through this process, the group 
decided to select the ‘Band Set’ as their final concept. 
  
Figure 6. Concept sketch of wave table. Users 
operate a crank and manipulate an “ocean 




4.2.3 Morphological Matrix 
 
At first, the team was planning to create multiple life-sized instruments for the ‘Band Set’ concept, 
but after reviewing the resources required for a project of such scope and visiting the SciTechatorium, they 
decided to narrow the ‘Band Set’ concept down to a single instrument. By doing so, the team hopes to 
maximize the effectiveness of their exhibit to perform their desired functions. During their visit, the team 
also learned that all 6th grade students at Bellevue Charter School learn how to play the guitar. To 
supplement learning done within the classroom and promote further exploration of physical and theoretical 
music concepts, the guitar was chosen as the sole instrument for their ‘Band Set’ concept.  
Following the selection of their instrument, the team performed another functional decomposition 
to define the functions of the guitar. This process is captured below in Figure 8.  
 
 
Figure 8. Functional decomposition function tree for the guitar. 
With functions now defined, the team moved on to create the morphological matrix in Table 2. 
Morphological matrices are used to generate ideas on how to fulfill defined functions. The main functions 






Table 2. Morphological matrix for concept design showing possible options for incorporating functions. 
 
4.3 Final Concept Design 
The largest hurdles during the ideation process were maintaining originality and ensuring 
educational benefit. Some ideas lent themselves naturally to being educational, like a marble machine that 
would teach children about the design process, iteration, and how failure can serve as a learning tool; 
however, this idea is very similar to an existing exhibit at The Exploratorium in San Francisco. In the early 
steps of ideation, the team focused on producing as many ideas as possible disregarding logistical issues 
such as feasibility, originality, and educational capacity. But as they ventured further into their creative 
process, it was necessary to consider these factors to focus on practical designs.  
After the life-size guitar design was selected using the weighted decision matrix, the morphological 
matrix determined some of the ways that the team’s design functions would be fulfilled. From there, the 
team was ready to construct a concept prototype. Because of the virtual nature of this course, the team 
decided to break up the tasks at hand and designate one member to create the more robust and demonstrative 
concept prototype, while other members contributed to documentation, research, and CAD modeling of 
parts that could not easily be produced using on-hand supplies.  
The final concept design of a guitar was chosen because of its relevance to the student’s coursework 
at Bellevue Charter School and its easy integration into the SciTechatorium (which includes other exhibits 
exploring music and sound). The concept prototype shown below in Figure 9 illustrates a scaled-down 
version of the guitar exhibit. By making the guitar so large, students will be able to get up close with 
different parts of the instrument and experiment with tone and pitch. The team also plans to create 















Figure 9. Final concept prototype constructed from foam board, string and bamboo 
 skewers. This prototype displays a front entrance design and highlights the difficulty  
of achieving the traditional Guitar Shape profile. 
 
The SolidWorks renders shown in Figures 10 and 11 below illustrate a preliminary idea of what 
the exhibit would look like, including the team’s exploration of different tuning mechanisms for the 
concept. Not shown in the renders is a “tuner” that will be placed near the guitar so students can adjust the 
pitch of each string to the correct note. When interacting with the guitar, students will be able to directly 






Figure 10. Approximate height of guitar exhibit is 6 feet x 2 inches but can easily be scaled up or down. 
 
 
Figure 11. Detail of tuning prototypes. 11A) shows “traditional” tuning keys. 11B) shows experimental 
“tuning levers”. 
 
4.4 Preliminary Design Risks 
Documenting and addressing safety risks of a design is very important. This ensures the safety of 
the user(s) and protects inventors and commissioning parties from liability in case of serious injury or bodily 
harm resulting from the design. By completing a Design Hazard Checklist provided by their project advisor, 
the team identified the following potential hazards of their design: falling, large mass, pinching, shearing, 
noise, and misuse. The exhibit will roughly be six feet tall and have significant mass, such that in the event 





hands/clothing in the tuning mechanism of the guitar due to its size. In addition, the guitar can produce 
significant noise, which may cause hearing damage and create risk for the user(s) and students around the 
exhibit during an emergency. Lastly, because the strings will be under a significant amount of tension, if a 
string snaps it can be dangerous to the user(s). 
Moving forward, the team hopes to implement creative solutions to address these potential hazards 
without sacrificing the integrity of their design. The team’s objective is to create a fun and engaging exhibit 
that is also safe. Cal Poly, Christian Strauli, The Bellevue Charter School, and each team member all have 
vested interests in ensuring the safety of all users of this exhibit.  
5.0 Final Design 
 
Limitations the team faced because of COVID-19 health protocols prompted them to make 
significant design changes to their approved concept design. The following section outlines these changes 
and explains the team’s rationale in doing so. The revised final design’s safety, maintenance, repair 
schedule and cost analysis are also discussed.    
5.1 Final Selected Design 
Compared to the design presented in December 2020, the final design has been stripped of some 
cosmetic appeals but grew with the addition of more amenities to enhance learning. Because there is limited 
machine shop availability, and the cost of manufacturing a giant guitar body outweighs educational benefits, 
the team decided on a simpler closet shape as the body of our guitar. However, they added an 
Oscylinderscope at eye level of the exhibit to show the standing waves of the strings.  
The team initially planned to implement a mechanism to increase the tension of the strings but 
decided not to during the manufacturing process to focus on the most integral aspects of the design and 
reduce hazards such as pinching and crushing present with use of the mechanism. Changes to the final 






   
Figure 12. Front and side view of final selected design of exhibit. A) displays front view of exhibit. B) 
displays isometric view of exhibit. Updated 6/3/21. 
5.2 Material and Design Justification 
The team adjusted the design of this exhibit with cost and a realistic time frame in mind.  Each part 
and material choice were made so that the cost could be minimized while maximizing material durability, 
to allow young children to play freely without fear of component failure. While the curved body of the 
guitar would have been visually appealing, the manufacturing and material costs are diminished remarkably 
by simply using plywood instead and leaving it as a flat rectangular shape.  Additionally, simplifying the 
tuning mechanism to a two-option foot pedal simplifies the design, reduces material cost.  The dual option 
foot pedal tuning mechanism is a simplified version of the tuning mechanism from the previous design.  
This design requires less materials and ultimately leads to improved understanding string tension, 
vibrations, and tuning of string instruments. 
 
5.3 Safety, Maintenance and Repair Considerations 
 To look out for the safety of the users, being kindergarten through 6th grade students, exhibit height 
and pinch points were the team’s primary focus. The Oscylinderscope was chosen to be at arm’s length for 
a 4’8” person and will be spun by spinning the surface of the Oscylinderscope directly. This direct spinning 
method eliminates two pinch points from a previous design which included a hand wheel for spinning the 
drum on the side of the exhibit. Additionally, because almost all of the materials required to build this 
product are not manufactured and come as complete pieces, replacing and maintaining components in this 
design will be simple, as well as low cost, since the team aimed to make the design as affordable as possible. 
In addition, a set of replacement strings for the exhibit and extensive instructions in the form of a user 
manual were provided to the sponsor at the time of hand-off.  





 After sourcing components and compiling prices, the total cost of the system came out to $787.38. 
Most of this cost is due to the price of raw material. The subframe and Oscylinderscope will both be 
manufactured from wood costing $186.01 total. A summary of these costs can be found in Table 3 below. 
A more detailed cost summary can be found in Appendix I. 
Table 3. Finalized budget.  
Component Approximate Cost 
2’ X 4’ $87.08 
Paracord $4.98 
Freewheel Sprocket $26.23 
Flexible Plywood $63.98 
Plywood $34.95 
Dowel/Threaded rod $1.85 
Fasteners/Screws $7.25 
Eye hooks $26.64 
 
The team was allocated a budget of $500.00 from the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Department 
and $400.00 from the PTA of Bellevue Charter School. Despite material substitutions and design 
alterations, the team did not exceed their allotted budget.  
6.0 Manufacturing Plan 
 
As mentioned in the previous section, the team altered their design to accommodate for limited 
shop time and eliminate the need to purchase expensive custom parts, which also reduced the lag time on 
purchases. Nearly all subsystem components can be purchased directly from third party vendors, with the 
exclusion of the Oscylinderscope and frame, though the latter is built from easily purchased construction 
supplies.  
As planned, the team was able to obtain many of the components by purchasing readily available 
parts from retailers. This allowed more time for troubleshooting and resolving unforeseen issues that arose 
during the manufacturing process. Shop access limitations due to COVID-19 made staying on track with 
the project a challenge- but one that the team rose to. All members contributed an impressive amount of 
time and effort to complete the project, working in the on-campus machine shops for a combined 16 to 20 
hours of work each week throughout Spring Quarter, using each shop reservation preciously as to allow 
other student groups to use the resource as well. The following section outlines the team’s material 
procurement process, step-by-step manufacturing, and assembly plan. 
6.1 Material Procurement 
The team decided to use bass guitar strings because of the cost effectiveness - one set was procured 
for no cost from an Ernie Ball representative - and to create more musically pleasing sounds when plucking 
the strings. All building materials, and some painting supplies, were procured from Home Depot, Grainger, 
Michael’s, Amazon, and other online retailers. The tuning pegs, as well as the final set of strings and a 





6.2 Oscylinderscope  
The Oscylinderscope consists of a large cylinder mounted on a shaft and bearings with its centerline 
parallel to the ground.  It will be black with white lines on it. The cylinder will be just behind the strings so 
that when the Oscylinderscope is spun and the strings are plucked, a strobe effect will be created behind 
the strings.  This reduced framerate allows one to observe the strings’ vibrations as standing waves. 
6.2.1 Oscylinderscope Body 
 
The Oscylinderscope body will be made of flexible plywood and paint, with a ½” aluminum rod 
mounted using shaft collars on the central axis.  
Walls 
1. Use a circle-cutting jig and vertical bandsaw to cut out two 27.5” diameter circular shapes to 
be cut.  
2. Drill 1/2” hole in middle of circular walls for Oscylinderscope shaft.  
3. Slide on shaft collars and secure to Oscylinderscope using wood screws through axial mounting 
holes. Tighten onto shaft using included set screw.   
 
Surface 
1. Cut flexible plywood to dimensions (40” in direction perpendicular to bending axis, 90” in the 
other dimension to achieve 28” diameter) using the table saw. (Note: for our desired 28” 
diameter, we only need 87.96”, but we will be leaving excess to ensure that circular profile will 
be large enough to form a complete circle of large enough dimensions).  
2. Bend plywood to desired 14” radius. 
3. Use staple gun to maintain circular profile and to secure flexible plywood to circular sides.   
4. Use wood glue to fill cracks along axis of meeting panels and sand off excess.  
5. Paint plywood black, allow to dry, and paint on white stripes at regular (every 1.5” - 2”) intervals. 
Assembly 






Figure 13. Oscylinderscope drum with ‘strobe’ lines. 
 
6.3 Subframe 
Although final design for the frame has been simplified throughout the project, there are still some 
technical aspects to be addressed in the following section. 
6.3.1 Main Structure 
Rear wall  
1. Use panel saw in Mustang 60 to cut sheet of plywood to dimensions (48”x72”). 
2. Choose the flattest part of the wood in the final component.  
Side Walls 
3. Cut (2x) plywood pieces to dimensions (31”x72”), using panel saw. 
4. Drill 1” hole for Oscylinderscope /shaft into the midpoint of the side panel.  
5. Take care to use the flattest part of the wood.   
Vertical Frame Supports (2” x 4” x 72”) 
6. Use compound miter saw to cut 2x4 planks to 72” each.  
7. Drill 2 1” holes, 36” and 50” from end, respectively, using a hand drill with hole saw.  
Horizontal Frame Supports (2” x 4” x 48” and 2” x 4” x 31”) 





6.3.2 Subsystem Mounting Points 
1. Drill 6 equally spaced (one every 9”) 1/8” holes vertically through the top horizontal support (the 
one facing the user) using hand drill.   
2. Attach L brackets to lower horizontal support (formerly the pedal mechanism). 
6.3.3 Frame Assembly 
1. Attach vertical supports, 72” long 2x4’s, to horizontal supports, 31” long 2x4’s, to form a 
rectangle.  
2. Add middle vertical supports.   
3. Attach front horizontal supports to the assembled sides using screws and a hand drill.  
4. Route out 6 equally spaced chunks onto the 4” edge of the front top horizontal 2x4 support.  
These should be about an inch wide, about 1 in long and ¾” deep. 
5. Attach tuners using included hardware.  
6. Add plywood sides using wood screws into the frame after all other components are assembled.  
 
Figure 14. Frame constructed of 2 X 4’s.  
6.4 String Mounting Mechanism  
6.4.1 String Bridge  
1. Cut 6 L brackets around 2” wide and 2 ½” long.  
2. Drill two holes into one side that will lay on the front face of the bottom string attachment. 
3. Drill a small hole on the edge that peaks out underneath the string attachment rod.   
4. Using a 3’ wooden dowel of ½” diameter, sand down one side and use wood glue to attach above 




5. Do the same thing with the other dowel and glue it below where the strings attach to the pegs on 
the 2x4. The dowels should take some of the string tension and the nodes of the string vibrations 
should be from the dowels. 
 
Figure 15. String bridge front (A) and back (B). 
6.5 Assembly 
 Assembly of the exhibit began with attaching the Oscylinderscope to the bearings mounted on the 
subframe. Proper installation of the Oscylinderscope axle was crucial during this step to ensure the 
Oscylinderscope axis was level and bearings were aligned. Next, the team installed the strings into the 
string mounting points. During this step, the team was be careful not to over-tension the strings to avoid 
potential user safety hazards in the future. Finally, the team concluded assembly by installing the 
Oscylinderscope walls and other finishing pieces of plywood on the outside of the frame.  
6.6 Manufacturing Challenges 
The team had originally planned to implement a tuning ‘pedal’ for the exhibit, as well as a hand wheel to 
spin the Oscylinderscope. Because of time constraints, incredibly limited shop access, long lead times, 
and both designs being less of a focus in the initial design work, both components were omitted from the 
final design. The team feels that it is better to fine tune the exhibit that existed and focus on the more 
important components and design aspects and made the decision to omit the hand wheel and pedal while 
manufacturing both parts and realizing their complexity.  
7.0 Design Verification Plan 
 
In re-designing their exhibit, the team’s main concern was not to sacrifice any of their customer’s 
needs and fulfil all previously defined design specifications. The following section outlines the team’s 
considerations to ensure that their new design still met the same safety, usability, and instructional benefit 









The safety risks that the team investigated in their preliminary design can be summarized into four 
categories: pinch points, tipping hazard, over-tensioned strings, and noise. The size/mechanics of the team’s 
new design maintains these potential hazards but also introduces a new safety risk associated with the 
addition of the Oscylinderscope and pedal subsystems.  
Pinch points occur where user(s) may be able to pinch or shear their hands/clothing in the moving 
parts of a mechanism. After modifying the design during manufacturing, the Oscylinderscope now has no 
perceived pinch points, ensured by the omission of the hand wheel and indirect drive.  
 
Figure 16. Detail of safeguards implored to prevent users from inserting hands into moving parts.  
 
The exhibit will be roughly six feet tall. This presents a serious tipping hazard. The team considered 
permanent installation of the exhibit into the floor of the museum, much like the tipping safety features 
used in large cabinet applications. Due to the dynamic nature of the museum, this option was ruled out. On 
occasion, the team’s sponsor rearranges the exhibits in the museum, making the mobility of the exhibit 
crucial. The team settled on the use of a removable sandbag placed onto a support across the bottom portion 
of the subframe shown in Figure 18 below. The team will test these anti-tipping safeguards by attempting 
to push over their verification prototype once it is complete. This test will simulate the extreme cases of an 





Figure 17. Detail of reinforced structural base to support the weight of anti-tipping sandbags. Modelled 
as a 20lb weight for SolidWorks tipping study present in Appendix J. 
 
Previously, the team was concerned their exhibit could produce significant noise, which may cause 
hearing damage and create risk for the user(s) and students around the exhibit during an emergency. This 
potential hazard could have existed with their new design. A normal conversation is measured around 60 
decibels (dB). To ensure the safety of their users the team will test the sound their exhibit produces with a 
decibel reader. The acceptance criteria of this test will be 60 decibels or below. The final prototype delivered 
nowhere near that level of sound and the test ended up being a moot point. 
Similarly, these new changes reduce the risk of string(s) snapping. Strings under a significant 
amount of tension may snap which could be dangerous to the user(s). The team’s redesign of the string 
tensioning mechanism eliminated user input, and with it, a large risk of overtightening. Strings will be pre-
tensioned to safe levels before users interact with the exhibit, and a user manual provided to the sponsor 
describes the process for safely re-tensioning as needed. To ensure safe levels of tension and increase string 
life, the team performed calculations using specifications obtained from the string manufacturers.  
 
7.2 Utility 
In effort to prevent the spread of COVID-19, the team’s sponsor asked the team to design an exhibit 
that was easy to sanitize after each use. The team used a stopwatch to time and document the clean-up 
process necessary to disinfect their exhibit to determine if sanitation can be done in a timely and efficient 
manner. Maximum of two (2) minutes is the acceptance criteria for this test.  
Due to the anticipated heavy use of exhibit, material durability of the exhibit’s system components is 
an important consideration. In addition to selecting robust materials for manufacturing, the team will also 
conduct a maximum load test to ensure their design will not fail under extreme conditions. Group members 




7.3 Instructional Benefit 
The team decided that engagement time, encouragement of collaboration and appropriate 
deconstruction of learning material are the three most important criteria that will lead to the maximum 
instructional benefit gained by the user(s). Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 the team cannot test any of 
these criteria on sample groups. Instead, the team employed user testing with other ME senior project teams 
to receive predictions on the data they would have received during testing done on sample groups. During 
these other senior project groups interacting with the exhibit, all acceptance criteria was met, as outlined in 
Table 4. The acceptance criteria for engagement time is less than 2 minutes to figure out how the exhibit 
works, 5 minutes to physically interact with the exhibit and 3 minutes of learning from reading the 
instructional posters totaling a minimum engagement time of 10 minutes. 
 
7.4 Testing Results 
Table 4 details the testing done to verify the final design. Tests that mention users refer to the other senior 
project groups that engaged with the exhibit during different phases of the manufacturing process. All 
tests indicate a successful design- all criteria were met, and the engagement time, which was the crux of 
the design, was met, even in the limited time that other students had to engage with the exhibit.  
Table 4. Summary of testing results. 
Test Name Description of Test Results 
Material Durability Routine use of exhibit After 10-15 uses per week for a 
month, all components are 
performing well. Bearings have 
been lubricated and frame was 
reinforced to provide structural 
support. 
Educational Benefit Measure level of engagement, 
ease of understanding, and 
visibility of standing waves  
Users engaged with the exhibit 
for a minimum of 5 minutes, 
were intrigued by exhibit design 
and able to see standing waves 
after spinning the 
Oscylinderscope. Users 
remarked on wanting to spend 
more time exploring the exhibit.  
Safety Concerns Noise levels, other safety 
hazards 
Misuse was not observed during 
user trials, and noise level from 
strings is well below dangerous 
levels, so measurement was not 
required. 
Sanitation Process Estimated time to disinfect Elimination of hand wheel 
means that the exhibit’s only 
interaction point is the 
Oscylinderscope itself, which is 





8.0 Project Management  
 
Project management and team communication are crucial skills necessary to ensure team success 
on long term projects. Every team member was aware of this fact prior to joining the team. As a result, a 
Team Contract was formulated at the start of the project to ensure clear expectations and member roles. 
Based on each individual member’s strengths and weaknesses the roles were defined as follows: Nejad as 
Sponsor Contact and Communication Lead, Emma as Documenting Team Info/Progress, Esther as Leading 
Team Meetings and Felipe as Managing Budget and Funds. Additionally, for task scheduling and task 
assignment the team has developed a Gantt Chart [see Appendix B]. The Gantt chart follows a six-step 
design process. The six-steps are Define, Create, Evaluate, Specify, Build and Test. The major deliverables 
for this project have been outlined in Table 4 below. 
Table 5. F-24 SciTechatorium key project deliverables. 
Due Date Deliverable 
02/18/2021 CDR Presentation 
02/19/2021 Submit CDR 
03/10/2021 Manufacturing and Test Review 
04/14/2021 Senior Exam 
05/28/2021 Senior Project Expo 
06/03/2021 Submit FDR to Sponsor 
 
The team employed extensive communication throughout the three quarters that the senior project spanned, 
and during the manufacturing season of Spring Quarter 2021, they spent a collective 16-25 hours per week 
in the shops, making sure that each detail was attended to and that the final product was an exhibit they 
could be proud to take credit for. By planning out shop days in advance, collaborating on deliverables, and 
holding each other accountable, the team was able to complete the final prototype on June 3rd, 2021, and 
plans to deliver the exhibit to the SciTechatorium on June 6th.  
9.0 Conclusion 
 
“What we learn with pleasure, we never forget.” 
This is Bellevue-Santa Fe Charter School’s motto, and the phrase that the team has kept in mind 
throughout the entire project process. The team has worked tirelessly across multiple quarters, and has 
overcome time differences, communication issues, and differences in opinion in design, implementation, 
and otherwise to create a project that they are proud to present to the Bellevue-Santa Fe Charter School this 
June 3rd, 2021. Though some aspects of the design were omitted for simplicity and due to time constraints, 
and the team was not able to decorate the SciTechatorium itself (also due to time), the team is excited to be 
providing a polished and completed final project that is robust enough to be used for years to come.  
If the team could repeat the process, more design time would be put into each component, and 
design decisions would be made earlier in the process. Going forward, the team will ensure that the sponsor, 
Christian Strauli, has the correct contact information for any further questions, hand off the exhibit on June 
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Appendix D: Function Tree Ideas 
Sub-Function Idea 
Engages Students  Is appropriate for K-6th ages 
 Can be completed with a short attention span 
 Welcomes/invites students 
 Starting is easy and approachable 
Sparks Passion Topic is "sticky": grabs you and pulls you in 
 Digestible, easy to learn- not too much info 
 Stokes kids who interact with it 
 Adapts to user 
 Benefits the needs of individuals/can manipulate easily  
Provides Safety Does not invite misuse 
 Encourages proper use which is clear and intuitive 
 Meets ASME/Safety standards 
 Does not include Pinch points, etc. 
Provides Education Meshes with in-class lessons 
 Inspires user to build on subject 
 Provides opportunity for iterative design 
 Imparts educating experience to docents 
 Delivers background on subject through signage 
Gives Teachers a 
Break/Doesn't add stress 
Cleans up easily 
 Doesn't get kids too rowdy 
 Requires minimal teacher instruction 
 Is simple to grasp 
 Inspires Collaboration 
 Allows multiple students to work at the same time 
 Can be done individually or as a group 
 Makes students want to share with friends 
Encourages Trial and Error Does not discourage upon failure/Easy to try again 
 Provides direct visible progress 
 Makes failure spectacular 
 Does not present one 'right' solution 
Captures a Wide Audience Provides access to elementary students 
 Doesn't require prior knowledge 
 Engages parents 
 Educates on 'timeless topics' 
 Doesn't require physical ability 
 Adapts to ability level 
 Serves previously underrepresented groups 
 Delivers Hands-on learning for younger students 




Appendix E: Function Concept Prototypes 
Concept Description Image 
Bicycle powered 
wind turbine 
The bicycle powered wind turbine will be a scale replica 
of a wind turbine that is powered mechanically by users 
input to bike crank and pedals. This exhibit will teach 






The environmental chamber is an enclosed ecosystem that 
illustrates the effects of global warming on the climate 
through manipulatable components within the chamber. 




Tectonic Plate Table 
This design consists of a transparent container placed atop 
a tray filled with wax, with two ‘tectonic plates’ on 
separating the tray and container above. This would work 
much like a Lava Lamp, by heating the wax and allowing 
it to bubble through the ‘plates’, which the users could 
manipulate to explore different boundary types at the 
meeting of tectonic plates and watch how the ‘molten 





This exhibit is made up of a standard model sailboat body 
and multiple different sails, which would be 
interchangeable to let children explore the way that sail 
shape and size affect the shop’s speed. Planned to use 











This device is an idea for one of the components of a 
marble machine exhibit- the users would use this and 
other tools to move marbles from one place to another, 
completing challenges and exploring iteration and the 
engineering design process. This would be a ‘spiral 
staircase’ that would spin to allow the user to lift or lower 





This ‘weather exhibit’ would be a hollow semi-sphere 
model of the Earth with slots corresponding to the 
patterns that storms, currents, etc. typically follow. One 
student could move the pieces through the slot to show a 
storm moving, a hurricane forming, or currents mixing, 
while another student could watch the process.  
 















This is another example of a component to be used in the 
marble machines exhibit outlined in the spiral staircase 
description. This ‘turbine’ would have four ‘blades’ with 
buckets on them to catch the marbles and would spin and 
let the user explore the optimization for speed of entry and 


















In this exhibit, students could be active and jump on them 
while noticing how each of them make a different tone.  
This would explore how different sizes and shapes affect 








In this exhibit, the students could watch butterflies grow 






On this slide, students would physically feel the effects of 





instrument and wave 
table 
This exhibit would explore the concept of waves and 
vibrations.  They would explore it through sound and the 
visual vibration of a giant stringed instrument as well as a 











The Interactive environmental chamber would allow 
students to climb onto the chamber to see a bird’s eye 
view of the environment. The chamber has interactive 
features based on simple machines. 





The Marble Machine Prototypes give students 
configurable building blocks to create marble runs and 
Rube Goldberg machines. Pictured is a simple slope, but 






The wave table allows students to create a wave using a 
simple machine and see how waves interact with the sea 












































































Appendix H: F-24 SciTechatorium Drawing Package 
 
Part Number Part Drawn By Checked By 
100000 Exhibit Assembly FD NH 
110000 Frame Assembly FD NH 
111000 Front 2X4 FD - 
112000 Vertical 2X4 - - 
113000 Rear 2X4 - - 
114000 Sides 2X4 - - 
115000 Middle 2X4 FD NH 
116000 Front Mount 2x4 FD NH 
120000 O-Scope Assembly FD NH 
121000 O-Scope Surface FD NH 
122000 O-Scope Walls FD NH 
130000 Power Train Assembly FD NH 
131000 Flange Bearing Spec Sheet - 
132000 Shaft 48" FD NH 
140000 Tensioner Assembly FD - 
141000 Strings Spec Sheet - 
142000 Guitar Tuner Spec Sheet - 
143000 L Bracket FD - 
144000 Bridge FD - 
150000 Walls Assembly FD NH 
151000 Rear Wall FD NH 
152000 Side Wall FD NH 
153000 Tuner Cover FD - 
154000 Front Wall FD - 
160000 Fasteners * * 
 




























































































































Appendix I: Project Budget 
Date Retailer Price Details 
2/3/2021 Amazon  $       33.13  freewheel hub 
2/3/2021 Home Depot  $    112.82  
flexi-plywood, wood screws, 
dowel, paracord 
3/1/2021 Home Depot  $       35.35  
one piece plywood, 1/4-20 bolts 
and nuts 
3/16/2021 Grainger  $       43.99  bearings 
3/17/2021 Home Depot  $       74.18  2x4s, plywood, drawer slides 
3/22/2021 Metals Depot  $       34.70  shaft 
4/11/2021 Amazon  $       23.63  cutting board 
4/13/2021 Home Depot  $    121.13  3 plywood, 2 boxes of screws 
4/19/2021 Grand Central  $       31.54  tuners? 
4/26/2021 Home Depot  $       12.48  
more foam brushes, paint roller 
and tray, more screws, 1/4-20 
bolts and nuts 
4/29/2021 Michaels  $       40.18  
jug of black paint, 4x white, 
blue, yellow, red paint 
4/29/2021 Home Depot  $       20.74  
foam brush set, primer can, 
tape roll 
5/5/2021 Home Depot  $       36.98  
dowel, 3x primer, paint roller 
replacements 
5/13/2021 Home Depot  $         1.28  shaft collar hardware 
5/17/2021 Home Depot  $         5.95  5min epoxy 
5/17/2021 Michaels  $       48.86  
brushes, black paint, clear 
coats? 
5/19/2021 Grand Central  $       63.05  3 sets of strings 
5/29/2021 Home Depot  $       42.41  6 cans of clear coat 






Appendix J: Engineering Analyses 
 
 




Figure B. Tipping analysis: side view of C.G with 25 Degree Tilt for  
A) No Sandbag (TIPPING FAILURE) B) 20lb Sandbag (Tipping Pass).  












































Appendix N: Shaft/Bearing Calculations 
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